Heterogeneous treatment effects in stratified clinical trials with time-to-event endpoints.
When analyzing clinical trials with a stratified population, homogeneity of treatment effects is a common assumption in survival analysis. However, in the context of recent developments in clinical trial design, which aim to test multiple targeted therapies in corresponding subpopulations simultaneously, the assumption that there is no treatment-by-stratum interaction seems inappropriate. It becomes an issue if the expected sample size of the strata makes it unfeasible to analyze the trial arms individually. Alternatively, one might choose as primary aim to prove efficacy of the overall (targeted) treatment strategy. When testing for the overall treatment effect, a violation of the no-interaction assumption renders it necessary to deviate from standard methods that rely on this assumption. We investigate the performance of different methods for sample size calculation and data analysis under heterogeneous treatment effects. The commonly used sample size formula by Schoenfeld is compared to another formula by Lachin and Foulkes, and to an extension of Schoenfeld's formula allowing for stratification. Beyond the widely used (stratified) Cox model, we explore the lognormal shared frailty model, and a two-step analysis approach as potential alternatives that attempt to adjust for interstrata heterogeneity. We carry out a simulation study for a trial with three strata and violations of the no-interaction assumption. The extension of Schoenfeld's formula to heterogeneous strata effects provides the most reliable sample size with respect to desired versus actual power. The two-step analysis and frailty model prove to be more robust against loss of power caused by heterogeneous treatment effects than the stratified Cox model and should be preferred in such situations.